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Purpose of review

The ‘gut-liver axis’ is thought to play an important role in pathogenesis of sepsis. Despite a wealth of
experimental data to support the concept of reciprocal crosstalk between gut and liver through bacterial
translocation and shaping of the microbiome by liver-derived molecules, for example bile acids, clinical
data, and in particular diagnostic and therapeutic options, are limited.

Recent findings

Assessment of organ failure in the current definition of sepsis is operationalized by means of the Sequential
Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score, including exclusively bilirubin to reflect the complex functions of
the liver but ignoring the gut. However, our understanding of the intestinal microbiome and how it is
affected by critical illness has clearly improved. Microbiota maintain gut-barrier function and modulate the
innate and adaptive immune system. The best-defined intervention affecting the gut microbiome, that is
selective decontamination of the digestive tract (SDD) is clinically studied regarding prevention of
nosocomial lung infection and antibiotic resistance patterns, although its impact on liver function has not
been systematically evaluated in critical illness.

Summary

Characterization of liver function beyond bilirubin and the microbiome can be achieved with contemporary
sequencing and metabolomic techniques. Such studies are essential to understand how gut-liver crosstalk
and ‘dysbiosis’ affect susceptibility to and outcome of sepsis.
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INTRODUCTION

Microorganisms can be considered as the evolution-
ary origin of all higher organisms and with more
than 1030 microbial cells by far outnumber all other
organisms on earth [1]. Moreover, over the last
decades, a dramatic shift in the understanding of
a healthy human being gradually evolved in theo-
retical biology. The concept of the ‘holobiont’
defines most living beings, including humans, as
‘entities composed of a host and all of its symbiotic
microbes’ [2], that is constituting an ‘ecosystem’ of
man and associated microorganisms. An immense
quantity of high-ranked articles has identified a role
for the microbiome, primarily the microbiome of
the gut, in an ever-increasing spectrum of diseases,
in which the key role of the microbiome came as a
surprise, including cancer [3], arteriosclerosis [4],
metabolic syndrome [5], neurodegenerative diseases
[6] and autism [7], to name but a few. These diseases
are often associated with microbiome perturbations,
that is dysbiosis.
THE MICROBIOME AND PATHOGENESIS
OF SEPSIS

The effects of ‘critical illness’ on human microbial
habitats have been well documented. Predominant
changes include a marked decrease in microbial
diversity, which has been attributed to, for example,
the use of broad-spectrum antibiotics [8]. However,
even in the absence of antibiotics, physiological
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KEY POINTS

� The human body is increasingly perceived as a
‘holobiont’, a notion that is additionally fuelled by the
finding that long-thought sterile tissues harbour an
extensive microbiome.

� The ‘gut-liver-axis’ reflects the interface between the ‘gut
microbiome’, that is the sum of microbes living in the
gut, and the human host.

� The rapidly increasing field of microbiome research allows
a more differentiated approach to understand benefits and
threats from interventions into the microbiome.

� These concepts are holding great promise to better
understand and improve therapy of the critically ill,
most notably but not restricted to a more considerate
use of antiinfectives.
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changes, such as fasting and stress, as well as thera-
peutic interventions, such as proton-pump inhibitors
and the associated change in pH, strongly influence
the human microbiome in patients admitted to the
ICU. Potential further factors that alter microbiome
composition are decreased immigration of food-asso-
ciated bacteria and decreased nutritional supply for
commensals and slowing of the transit through the
gastrointestinal tract by endogenous as well as thera-
peutic factors [9]. The use of broad-spectrum anti-
biotics is, however, associated with a shift towards
fungal species, collectively referred to as the ‘myco-
biome’ and a selection of several bacterial species that
have a deleterious effect on vitality at least in a model
of gut colonization in Caenorhabditis elegans as a
simple model organism [10]. It has long been
acknowledged that in many cases, species identified
as presumably causal pathogens in the septic host are
derived from the host microbiome, as prototypically
known for methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
(MRSA) [11]. Vice versa, the frequent clinically ‘septic’
appearance of the critically ill patient with a primary
sterile systemic inflammation, for example in the
case of trauma or acute necrotizing pancreatitis,
has led to the heavily debated concept of gut and
liver as ‘source and motor’ of multiple organ failure
[12], a concept that can now be rigorously tested by
‘next generation sequencing’ [13].
CHANGING THE PARADIGM – NOVEL
CONCEPTS FOR THE ‘GUT-LIVER-AXIS’ IN
HEALTH AND DISEASE

Crosstalk between gut and liver is essential for diges-
tion, metabolism of nutrients and clearance of, for
example, bacterial products. It thus does not come
as surprise that diseases of the liver are often
1070-5295 Copyright � 2022 The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwe
associated with dysbiosis, a term summarizing a
disruption of homeostasis of microbiota due to
altered functional composition and metabolic activ-
ities [14]. A reciprocal interaction of changes in the
gut microbiome and function of parenchymal and
nonparenchymal liver cells has also been demon-
strated in a variety of liver diseases. For instance, Ma
et al. [3] demonstrated recently that commensal
Clostridium species prevent an effective immune
response to primary liver tumours and liver metas-
tases not by their own metabolites, but by microbial
modification of host-produced bile acids.

Similarly, a key role for bile acids as regulators of
the host-pathogen interaction has been demon-
strated in patients with chronic liver disease by Leon-
hardt et al. [15

&&

]. The authors demonstrated that
binding of bile acids to TGR-5, a G-protein coupled
receptor on monocytes, can profoundly alter critical
immune functions that protect the host, leading to
prognosis-limiting deterioration of hepatic and extra-
hepatic organ function. A multitude of gut micro-
biome effects on metabolic liver functions have been
described [16]. For example, high-fat diet can result in
dysbiosis and intestinal bacterial overgrowth. The
resulting altered microbial metabolism leads to cho-
line deficiency, which contributes to the develop-
ment of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD)
and hepatic steatosis. Also, excessive alcohol intake
is associated with intestinal dysbiosis, characterized
by decreased abundance of Lactobacilli and increased
microbial production of ethanol and acetaldehyde.
These metabolites can lead to increased intestinal
permeability and, together with transport of micro-
bial products to the liver that induce an inflammatory
response, can cause alcoholic liver disease.

Whereas so far focus has been mainly placed on
gut barrier integrity as regulator of gut-liver inter-
actions, recent evidence suggests that the interface
between microbiome and liver is not exclusively
depending on the lining of the gastrointestinal wall,
but also consists of a ‘downstream’ interface that
depends on the endothelial lining of the liver sinus-
oids [17

&&

,18
&&

].
As outlined above, there is evidence to support a

role for shifts in the gut microbiome to trigger acute-
on-chronic liver failure (ACLF) and admission to the
ICU of patients with chronic liver disease. Recent
reports indicate that such alterations translate into
biomarkers that are associated with ACLF and death
in hospitalized patients [19

&

]. Moreover, the ample
evidence to support a modulatory role of (non)ab-
sorbable antibiotics, probiotics, prebiotics and syn-
biotics on progression of chronic liver disease, most
notably cirrhosis [20–22] allow to speculate that
similar mechanisms might apply in the acute setting
of patients without chronic liver disease as well.
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM CHRONIC
LIVER DISEASE FOR THE ICU
How do these concepts translate into the concept of
care for the patient without preexisting liver dis-
ease? Metabolic adaptation is a central determinant
for survival in the ICU. Metabolomic analysis in
septic and nonseptic critically ill patients showed
that deviations, independent of direction, in plasma
levels of lipid metabolites were associated with sep-
sis mortality suggesting a ‘corridor of safety’ for
hepatic metabolism in critical illness [23]. The cross-
talk through gut-derived hormones and neuronal
signals as well as the gradient of nutrients and
substrates to the liver affects the ‘zonation’ of meta-
bolic functions including bile production [24], mak-
ing the gut-liver-axis a vulnerable target due to
reciprocal regulation of metabolism and micro-
biome. Thus, off-target effects of antibiotics (and
that of other less obvious modulators discussed
above) on the microbiome should be an obvious
concern in caring for the septic patient on the ICU.
These interventions profoundly affect the host’s
‘second genome’, that is a diverse set of genomes
carried by the microbiota and will have concomi-
tant substantial effects on the metabolism of the
host. Thus, net effects on fitness of the host that
result from desired effects at sites of infection and
untoward side effects on the microbiome are diffi-
cult to predict (Fig. 1).
Antibiotics
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off-target 
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FIGURE 1. The gut-liver axis in sepsis – an interface of the hum
being as a ‘holobiont’ requires reappraisal of antiinfective therap
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Nonetheless, approaches to alter the micro-
biome are of high interest for the development of
treatment approaches (see, e.g. [25] for an extensive
review). The best-studied example for broad inter-
vention that targets the microbiome is selective
decontamination of the digestive tract (SDD). SDD
consists in topical or parenteral administration of
antibiotics and can be considered standard of care
on ICUs in the Netherlands [26]. This approach to
remove potentially pathogenic microbes results in
different outcomes, depending amongst others on
the prevalence of antimicrobial resistance [26], and
still produces controversial discussions and data
[26–28]. Importantly, potential side effects on the
beneficial microbiome or the liver are largely
ignored. The plain opposite of this approach, the
administration of beneficial microbes as probiotics
or via faecal microbiome transfer (FMT) has been
scrutinized as well, with equally ambivalent results
[29,30]. However, regarding the gut-liver axis, exper-
imental studies that demonstrated beneficial effects
of FMT on sepsis-mediated liver inflammation and
injury are of particular interest [31

&&

,32
&&

]. The
observed discrepancies can be interpreted as a result
of the still poorly understood complexity of micro-
biome-host interactions and underline that ‘one size
fits all’ treatment approaches are likely to fail.

Interestingly, antibiotics often fail in clinical
practice to resolve organ failure despite evidence
Bacterial translocation
Activation of innate 
immunity

Bile acid secretion
Liver-microbiome 
crosstalk

Inflammatory 
mediators
Remote organ injury

Dysbiosis

an host and its microbiome. The understanding of the human
y regarding net effects on the host.
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of infection and, even more concerning, are fre-
quently administered not to miss an infection in
patients with organ dysfunction, that is suspected
sepsis. For instance, the EPIC-III investigators
reported that while only 54% of ICU patients had
suspected or proven infection, as many as 70%
received at least one antibiotic [33].

Although the resulting increase of multiresist-
ant bacteria or occurrence of Clostridium difficile is
perceived as a problem, the negative impact of anti-
biotics on the ‘holobiont’ is nowadays probably not
receiving the deserved attention by the medical
community including ICU practitioners. More to
the point, considerations in intensive care are still
more reflecting the concepts of the early days of
introduction of antimicrobial therapy when Paul
Ehrlich propagated the concept of ‘therapia sterili-
sans magna’ wherein only ‘parasitotropic’ effects in
the absence of ‘organotropic’ effects of drugs were
envisioned and a healthy host was considered to be
essentially devoid of microbes [34]. With the general
acceptance of commensal microbes, the concept of a
tight intestinal barrier that limits the systemic dis-
semination of microbes and their toxins and failure
becomes apparent as ‘bacterial translocation’ was
coming into focus [35]. The concept of the human
being as a ‘holobiont’ will even further move our
understanding towards a presence of microbes in
body compartments currently thought to be sterile
and will further shape our understanding of sepsis as
a failed host-microbial interaction.
IN A NUTSHELL

Sepsis and multiorgan failure represent common con-
ditions of critically ill patients in ICUs, responsible for
immense global mortality and economic burden [36].
Most ICU patients receive antibiotics, causing deple-
tion of commensal gut bacteria [37], enrichment of
opportunistic pathogens [8] and disturbance of
immune response and physiological activity, which
in turn influence organ functions such as bile produc-
tion in the liver [38,39]. Perturbation of the gut micro-
biome even with a short antibiotic administration can
persist for months [40], whereas broad-spectrum anti-
biotic usage can cause extreme and long-lasting dis-
balance with an unknown impact on the recovery of
critically ill patients [29]. In fact, a prolonged stay in
the ICU likely causes the emergence of ultra-low-
diversity communities in many patients, including
pathogenic bacteria and fungi [8]. Therapeutic manip-
ulation of the gut microbiome such as faecal trans-
plantation and administration of probiotics have
shown promising results in preventing and treating
bacterial infections and organ dysfunctions as well as
reducing the length of ICU stays [41], at least in some
1070-5295 Copyright � 2022 The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwe
of the studies. However, we understand little about
how microbiota confer resistance to organ dysfunc-
tion, inparticular liverdamage, andhowtheyimprove
longevity. Furthermore, these microbiome-based
interventions are currently a ‘one drug for all’
approach, while clearly personalized therapy and pre-
cision medicine is required for critically ill patients.
CONCLUSION

In connection to sepsis, several comparatively recent
findings challenge the long-standing paradigm ‘Hit
hard and hit early’ and call for a different perspective:
(1)
r Hea
Antibiotic resistance is on the rise due to its
excessive use.
(2)
 The rapidly increasing field of microbiome
research allows a more differentiated approach
to benefits and threats of antibiotics, including
disturbance of the microbiome.
(3)
 The human body is increasingly perceived as a
‘holobiont’ – a notion that is additionally
fuelled by the finding that long-thought sterile
tissues harbour an extensive microbiome as well
(e.g. [42,43]) and the gut-liver axis reflects a
most significant interface that determines prog-
nosis in the critically ill.
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